Exercise #12a

Using the Office Method draw the Perspective View of the object shown.
Exercise #12b

Using the Office Method draw the Perspective View of the object shown.

- Roof Plan (Plan View)
  - Scale: 1/8" = 1'-0"
  - Tree (typical of 2)

- Picture Plane (PP)
- Horizon Line (HL)
- Vanishing Point (VP)
- Center of View (C)
- Vanishing Point (VP)
- Ground Line (GL)
- Perspective View
  - Station Point (SP)
- Exterior Elevation (Side View)
  - Scale: 1/8" = 1'-0"
Exercise #12c
Part 2

Locate Measuring Points (MP) and Vanishing Points (VP) per Part 1.
Draw Perspective View of object.

Horizon Line (HL)

Ground Line (GL) for Perspective View

Measuring Line (ML) & Ground Line (GL) for Perspective Plan
PERSPECTIVE PROJECTION

Exercise #12d
Part 2

Locate Measuring Points (MP) and Vanishing Points (VP) per Part 1.
Draw Perspective View of object.

Horizon Line (HL)

Ground Line (GL) for Perspective View

Measuring Line (ML) & Ground Line (GL) for Perspective Plan

Perspective Plan